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PMI-IRの拡張によるユーザ行動モデルの階層関係抽出
Extraction of Hierarchical Relation between User’s Activity based on Enhanced PMI-IR
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We have been developing a task-based service navigation system that offers to the user services relevant to
the task the user wants to perform. To realize automatic modeling of user’s task-model from the web, in this
paper, we describe the method estimate the hierarchical relationships present in the activity model with the lowest
possible error rate, which is one of the research questions to the above goal. Concretely, we propose a method that
divides the representation of activities into a noun part and a verb part, and calculates the mutual information
between them by enhancing the idea of PMI (Pointwise mutual information). The result shows almost 80% of the
hierarchical relationships can be captured by the proposed method.

1. Introduction

The mobile Internet is expanding dramatically, such as

the number of subscribers and the volume of mobile con-

tents. As the mobile Internet gains in popularity, informa-

tion retrieval must be made easier and more efficient. To-

wards this goal, we proposed a task-based service navigation

system[3][5] that supports the user in finding appropriate

services. Naganuma et al. proposed a method for con-

structing a rich task-model that represents a wide variety

of user activities in the real world. To use the task-model

for service navigation, the user enters a task-oriented query

such as “Go to theme park” and a list of tasks that match

the query is sent to the mobile device. The user selects

the most appropriate task and, in turn, the corresponding

detailed sub-tasks are shown to the user. By repeatedly

selecting a task and its sub-tasks, the user can clarify the

demand or problem, and when the user reaches an end-node

task, appropriate services associated with the selected task

in the service DB are shown; a service is invoked by clicking

its URI link.

The above task-model aims at modeling general real

world activities that could be performed by the average mo-

bile user. Existing task-models are mainly constructed by

domain-experts, however, this approach suffers from narrow

coverage and hinders the updating of the task-model.

Therefore, in this paper, we investigate the automatic

modeling of users’ real world activities from the web. We

use the web as the resource because the web, especially user-

generated contents such as blogs, include enormous volumes

of recently updated information on users’ daily activities in

the real world. This allows mobile users to exploit the ex-

pressiveness of the semantic data from the Web for semantic

IR.
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1.1 Related works
Related works on learning task-models can be catego-

rized into two types depending on what kinds of resources

are used for learning, i.e. structured or unstructured data.

Here, we describe the method that use unstructured data.

Sabou et al. [6] proposed a method to extract the func-

tionality of web services from the web. They use lexico-

syntactic patterns to extract verbs and their objects as de-

scriptions of functionality. For example, <find> <antigenic

site> is identified as a lexical construct denoting a possible

functionality in the bioinformatics domain. David [7] pro-

posed to learn non-taxonomic relations between two con-

cepts in a medical ontology (e.g. “high sodium diet” “is

associated with” “hypertension”). So as to extract non-

taxonomic relations, they focused on the extraction of do-

main and domain related verbs (e.g. breast cancer is caused

by) by using lexico-syntactic patterns. He also propose PMI

(Pointwise mutual information)[2][1] based co-occurrence

analysis to filter noisy combinations of domain and domain

related verbs. The proposed method showed high precision

and recall in an evaluation test.

Our goal for the task-model is to support the user in

navigating to contents that will satisfy the user’s task by

concretizing the user’s request. For this goal, we have the

following research questions: How to accurately acquire (i.e.

low error rates) the hierarchical relationships between ac-

tivities? Against this research question, the problem can be

considered as the calculation of semantic distance between

two concepts. In this paper, we enhance the idea of PMI

(Pointwise mutual information)[2][1] based co-occurrence

analysis, which is considered to be the best method for cal-

culating the distance between two noun concepts, to calcu-

late the distance between two tasks.

The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section 2

presents our proposed method for learning/extracting a

comprehensive task-model from the web. Section 3 eval-

uates the effectiveness of the proposed method. Finally,

our conclusions are presented in Section 4.
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2. Extracting a task-model from the
web

2.1 Light-weight task-model
We describe the task-model targeted in this paper (the

light-weight task-model). The structure of the light-weight

task-model is shown in Fig.1. This model consists of do-

mains and activities. The top node of the model represents

a domain; second level nodes indicate the activities identi-

fied by the processes associated with the domain. The third

level represents the concrete activities for each activity in

the 1st level. Note that the model sets only hierarchical re-

lationships between activities. To automatically construct

this task-model, we need three processes shown in the fig-

ure. Both process 1 and 2 have been described in [4], and

we detail process 3 in this paper.

Watch movieWatch movie

Buy movie ticketBuy movie ticket

Read movie reviewRead movie review

See movie previewSee movie preview

Read movie originalRead movie original

Make movieMake movie
Enter movie schoolEnter movie school

Work at movie companyWork at movie company

Activities in 1st level 
(top-activity)

Activities in 2nd level (sub-activity)

Domain
movie

Make movie songMake movie song

Search for movie locationSearch for movie location

Process 1: Extract top-
activities from the web

Process 2: Extract sub-
activities from the web

Process 3: Relating top-
activity and sub-activities

図 1: Structure of light-weight task-model

2.2 Relating sub-activity to top-activity
This step figures out, from among the sub-activity can-

didates listed in process 1, which are correct and most

strongly related to the top-activity. This step can be con-

sidered as the calculation of semantic distance between two

concepts. Therefore, we extend the idea of PMI (Point-

wise mutual information)[2][1] based co-occurrence analy-

sis, which is considered to be the best method for calculat-

ing the distance between two noun concepts, to calculate

the distance between two tasks.

Simply applying the idea of PMI to calculating the se-

mantic distance between tasks yields mutual information

I(p; c) where p and c are the top-activity and sub-activity,

respectively. The-activity that has the highest I(p; c) is se-

lected as the top-activity. I(p; c) is calculated as follows.

I(p; c) = {H(p) + H(c) − H(p, c)} = pmi(p, c)

where H(p) and H(c) are the marginal entropies and

H(p, c) is the joint entropy of p and c. pmi(x, y) =

log
(

hits(xANDy)
hits(x)hits(y)

)
. We call this approach Method1.

There is, however, the following problem with Method1.

As most hits(c) and hits(p) are expected to be small be-

cause task does not appear frequently in the resource on

the web, hits(p, c) falls to around 0, and the top-activity

cannot be determined. That is, the relationship between

activities acquired in Method1 is thought to exhibit high

precision but very low recall.

In order to improve recall, we divide the representation

of activity (top-activity or/and sub-activity) into a noun

part and a verb part, and calculate the mutual informa-

tion between them as separate entities. As the number of

search results of noun/verb parts of activities are generally

larger than that of the activity, the number of relationships

to be calculated is expected to be increased. To investigate

the effectiveness of task-division depending on which ac-

tivity (top-activity or/and sub-activity) is/are divided, we

develop following three patterns. In Method2, we divide

only the sub-activity into noun part cn and verb part cv,

and calculate I(cn; cv; p). In Method3, we divide only the

top-activity into noun part pn and verb part pv , and calcu-

late I(pn; pv ; c). In Method4, we divide both top-activity

and sub-activity into noun part and verb part, and calculate

I(pn; pv; cn; cv).

We calculate I(cn; cv ; p) of Method2 as follows:

I(cn; cv; p) = I(cn; cv) − I(cn; cv|p)

= {H(cn) + H(cv) − H(cn, cv)}
−{H(cn|p) + H(cv|p) − H(cn, cv|p)}

= {H(cn) + H(cv) − H(cn, cv)}
−{H(cn, p) − H(p) + H(cv, p)− H(p)

−H(cn, cv, p) + H(p)}
= H(cn) + H(cv) + H(p)

−H(cn, cv) − H(cn, p) − H(cv, p) + H(cn, cv, p)

= {H(cn) + H(p)− H(cn, p)}
+{H(cv) + H(p)− H(cv, p)}
−{H(cn, cv) + H(p)− H(cn, cv, p)}

= pmi(cn, p) + pmi(cv, p)− pmi(cnANDcv, p)

where H(X |Y ) and H(Y |X) are the conditional entropies.

We calculate I(pn; pv ; c) of Method3 as follows:

I(pn; pv; c) = I(pn; pv) − I(pn; pv |c)
= {H(pn) + H(pv) − H(pn, pv)}

−{H(pn|c) + H(pv|c) − H(pn, pv |c)}
= {H(pn) + H(pv) − H(pn, pv)}

−{H(pn, c) − H(c) + H(pv , c) − H(c)

−H(pn, pv , c) + H(c)}
= H(pn) + H(pv) + H(c)

−H(pn, pv) − H(pn, c) − H(pv, c) + H(pn, pv , c)

= {H(pn) + H(c) − H(pn, c)}
+{H(pv) + H(c)− H(pv, c)}
−{H(pn, pv) + H(c) − H(pn, pv, c)}

= pmi(pn, c) + pmi(pv , c) − pmi(pnANDpv , c)

= cons. + pmi(pv , c) − pmi(pnANDpv , c)

Here, we set pmi(pn, c) as a constant value, which does

not have to be calculated, because pn represents the input

domain and is common in all candidate pairs p and c.

We calculate I(pn; pv ; cn; cv) of Method4 as follows:
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I(pn; pv ; cn; cv) = I(pn; pv ; cn) − I(pn; pv ; cn|cv)

= H(pn) + H(pv) + H(cn) + H(cv)

−H(pn, pv) − H(pn, cn) − H(pn, cv)

−H(pv , cn) − H(pv , cv) − H(cn, cv)

+H(pn, pv , cn) + H(pn, pv , cv)

+H(pn, cn, cv) + H(pv , cn, cv)

−H(pn, pv , cn, cv)

= {H (pn) + H(cn) − H(pn, cn)}
+{H(pn) + H(cv) − H(pn, cv)}
+{H(pv) + H(cn) − H(pv , cn)}
+{H(pv) + H(cv) − H(pv , cv)}
−{H(pn, pv) + H(cn) − H(pn, pv , cn)}
−{H(pn, pv) + H(cv) − H(pn, pv , cv)}
−{H(pn) + H(cn, cv) − H(pn, cn, cv)}
−{H(pv) + H(cn, cv) − H(pv , cn, cv)}
+{H(pn, pv) + H(cn, cv) − H(pn, pv , cn, cv)}

= pmi(pn, cn) + pmi(pn, cv) + pmi(pv , cn) + pmi(pv , cv)

−pmi(pnANDpv , cn) − pmi(pnANDpv , cv)

−pmi(pn, cnANDcv) − pmi(pv , cnANDcv)

+pmi(pnANDpv , cnANDcp)

= cons. + pmi(pv , cn) + pmi(pv , cv)

−pmi(pnANDpv , cn) − pmi(pnANDpv , cv)

−pmi(pv , cnANDcv)

+pmi(pnANDpv , cnANDcv)

Here, we set pmi(pn, cn), pmi(pn, cv) and

pmi(pn, cnANDcv) as constant values, which do not

have to be calculated, as pn represents the input domain

and is common in all candidate pairs p and c.

3. Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the rate at which sub-

activities are erroneously associated with top-activities and

compare the error rates yielded by methods 1-4 in Section

2.2. The search engine Bing allows us to search contents

for a specific domain by adding the site domain to the

query. For instance, in order to search from blogs, we add

“site:http://blogs.yahoo.co.jp” to the query.

3.1 Implementation
We implemented the activity learning function as a Java

application. Note that the search engine used in the exper-

iment was MSN search because, unlike other search engines

(e.g. Google search and Yahoo search engine), it has no ac-

cess limitations (e.g. query limit of 1000 unique requests per

user per day). In addition, Japanese was the language used

in all experiments in this paper, however, our results can

be applied to the English language if the lexico-syntactic

pattern is tuned for the English language.

To navigate the activity-model learned from the web in

an intuitive manner, we use Relation Browser∗1 developed

by M. Stefaner. Relation Browser was designed to visualize

conceptual structures, social networks, or anything else that

can be expressed as a set of nodes and links. Figure 2 shows

the current user interface for navigating the activity-model.

At first, the user selects the domain, then the top-activity,

∗1 http://moritz.stefaner.eu/projects/relation-browser/

and finally the sub-activity associated with the chosen top-

activity.

3.2 Comparison of methods to estimate hier-
archical relation

This section investigates which of methods 1-4 is the best

for correctly associating sub-activity with top-activity, i.e.

lowest error rate. The ground truth for this association

was created by manually selecting both top-activities and

sub-activities from the activities extracted from the web.

Methods 1-4 were used to develop sub-activity and top-

activity pairs as described in Section 2.2. We compare the

error rates for methods 1-4. Error rate was calculated as

follows:

Errorrate =
g+− + g−+

g++ + g+− + g−+ + g−−

where g++, g+−, and g−+ are defined in Table 1. Here,

function prediction(p, c) outputs true when the mutual in-

formation of methods 1-4 between top-activity p and sub-

activity c is the highest, and outputs false otherwise.

Table 2 list the sub-activity, correct top-activity (chosen

by author), and top-activity estimated by methods 1-4. A

shaded column indicates estimation failure, i.e. the wrong

top-activity was associated with the sub-activity. For ex-

ample, the activity “sell book” is chosen as the correct top-

activity of the sub-activity “make book list”. Therefore,

Method 1 and 3 correctly estimated the top-activity, while

methods 2 and 4 failed to do so.

In the book domain, there are three top-activity candi-

dates: “sell book”, “write book” and “read book”. Both

Method3 and Method4 had the lowest error-rate(0.222). As

for the number of pairs correctly estimated, both Method3

and Method4 were best for the pairs that included “sell

book” and “write book”, while Method1 and Method2 were

best for the pair that included “read book”. However, both

Method1 and Method2 estimated the top-activity of most

sub-activities as “read book”, and they had poor classifica-

tion ability. This is shown in the error rate. Method1 and

Method2 had higher error rates than Method3 and Method4

for the pair that had “read book” as top-activity. There-

fore, we adopt Method3 as its average error rate is low and

stable, unlike the other methods.

As for Method2, it had higher error rate than Method3.

This indicates that, for correctly estimating the top-

activity, dividing the top-activity into noun and verb parts

is more effective than dividing the sub-activity. As we

examine the combinations of one sub-activity with multi-

ple top-activity candidates, extracting features from top-

activity is important.

In the above experiment, we show the effectiveness of di-

viding the sub-activity to calculate distance between tasks,

表 1: Contingency table

label y=+1 label y =−1

prediction(p, c) = true g++ g+−
prediction(p, c) = false g−+ g−−
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Select Domain Select Activity

Back to Top
Back to previous page

図 2: User Interface for navigating activity-model learned from the web

表 2: Comparison of error rate in estimating relationship

between top-activity and sub-activity in the book domain.

Sub-activity
Correct top-
activity

Method
1

Method
2

Method
3

Method
4

Make book list Sell book sell read sell write
Go out to book selling Sell book read read sell sell
Open book store Sell book read read sell sell
Manage book store Sell book read read sell sell
Sell new book Sell book sell read write write
Sell secondhand book Sell book sell read sell read
Work for book publisher Sell book read read read sell
Hold book recycling Sell book read read read sell
Read foreign book Read book read read read read
Teach book reading Read book read read read read
Look for book author Read book sell read write sell
Buy new book Read book read read read read
Read book review Read book read read read read
Write book review Read book read read write write
Check book ranking Read book read read write write
Check book recommendation Read book read read write sell
Write book story Write book read read write write
Write book novel Write book read read write write
Write book manuscript Write book read read write write
Finish up book
manuscript Write book read read write write
Write book essay Write book read read write write
# of correct estimation
(sell book)

8 3 0 5 5

# of correct estimation
(read book)

8 7 8 4 4

# of correct estimation
(write book)

5 0 0 5 5

Total of correct estimation 21 10 8 14 14
Error rate (sell book) 0.286 0.381 0.143 0.238
Error rate (read book) 0.476 0.619 0.286 0.238
Error rate (write book) 0.238 0.238 0.238 0.190
Average error rate 0.333 0.413 0.222 0.222

however, the result is preliminary and is limited in terms

of small number of top-activity (2 in book domain). In or-

der to show the applicability of proposed method to other

domains, more comprehensive study should be done.

4. Conclusion and Future Works

In this study, we investigated the automatic modeling of

users’ real world activities from the web. We conclude the

paper by answering the research question: Is it possible

to acquire hierarchical relationships between activities with

low error rate? Yes, almost 80% of the hierarchical relation-

ships could be captured by proposed method. The result,

however, is limited in terms of small number of top-activity

(2 in book domain). In order to show the applicability of

proposed method to other domains, more comprehensive

study should be done. In future works, we will create huge

task-models that cover a wide variety of domains, and con-

duct user tests to evaluate the effectiveness of a task-based

service navigation system.
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